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Note A _layer_ is simply a collection of color and transparency data that defines a bitmap image. A layer is not a separate image, but is rather part of the underlying bitmap image. You can group your layers into families, and each group has its own purpose. For example, you can group actions that you do on different layers so they're easier to control. You can also group layers that you want to apply the same effect to, and group layers that you want to
work on at the same time. You can also create new groups in the Layers Panel (Figure 3-4; click the New Layer button in the Layers Panel), so that you can separate out sublayers as
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In this article, we’ll be focusing on how to use Adobe Photoshop Elements and work with some of the various image editing features available. How to use Adobe Photoshop Elements to edit images Before using Photoshop Elements, it is important to check if your computer has the necessary hardware and software prerequisites. These requirements are not the same for every element. Hardware and software requirements To be able to work with a version
of Photoshop Elements you can work with, your computer needs to meet the following minimum requirements: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 Mac OS X version 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, or 10.8 5 GB RAM 1 GB free space For an image that is not too large, Adobe Photoshop Elements can open and use files with the following specifications: Filesize: 1 MB | 2 GB (depending on the complexity) Layer size: 200 KB | 3 MB (depending on the complexity)

Memory: 5 MB To achieve the best performance, the minimum requirements are: Processor: 2 GHz Intel or AMD Quad-Core processor RAM: 2 GB Hard disk space: 10 GB Software: Adobe Photoshop Elements software and the latest updates The following is a list of some of the features of Photoshop Elements and why it is important for you to have them. General features The following are some of the general features of Photoshop Elements that you
will use to edit images. Basic image editing Tasks Editing text Make text smaller or larger Text wrapping Rotate text Create tabs Create decorative corner text Format or fill areas of text Stroke paths Draw a text box Select a text frame Create a text box Inline text Move text inside images Drag a text box Text tool Strikeout, underline, or strike through Stripe text Create headings Create timeline text Insert text for text frames Insert timeline text Change

size of text Drag text inside an image Text editing tools Horizontal and vertical align Make text left- or right-aligned Align text Align text above or below Align text left or right Align text center a681f4349e
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The Type tool lets you create basic text and graphics. It’s used to type text, select parts of an image, and even copy-and-paste text. The Pattern Stamp makes it easy to apply a repeating pattern to an image. The Pen tool can be used to draw basic shapes in an image. The Background Eraser lets you erase pixels from the background of an image. The Lasso tool makes it easy to select portions of an image by drawing a straight or freehand line around the area
of the image you want to select. The Blob Brush is used to paint splotches of color in an image. The Gradient tool lets you draw and edit gradients and can be used to create smooth color transitions. The Sharpen tool lets you make images sharp. The Smudge tool lets you soften the edges of an image. The Tilt-Shift tool lets you change the perspective of an image. The Waveform tool lets you edit an image’s grayscale levels. The Spot Healing Brush lets you
edit small blemishes or patches of color on an image. The Magic Wand is a popular and efficient tool for selecting specific areas of an image. The Clone Stamp tool makes it easy to edit or repair areas of an image that have small problems or blemishes. The Pen tool lets you draw basic shapes in an image. The Smudge tool softens the edges of an image. The Heal tool works like the Spot Healing Brush, except that it changes a specific area of an image,
rather than just a spot. The Haze tool makes it easy to soften an image’s edges, smoothing out the image’s appearance. The Color Range tool lets you make an image appear as if it were made up of a variety of different colors. The Spot Healing Brush tool is used to edit or repair small areas of an image that have small blemishes or problems. The Color Replacement tool lets you quickly add or replace colors in an image. The Posterize tool makes your
image look like a vintage poster. The Puppet Warp tool lets you warps an image over another image. The Healing Brush tool lets you repair damage or small blemishes in your image. The Layout tool lets you create graphic layouts to organize images on your computer. The Batch Processor lets you apply various effects to multiple images at once. The Blend Modes are a collection of effects
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} if (el.classList.contains('kt-spinner--yellow')) { el.classList.remove('kt-spinner--yellow'); el.classList.add('kt-spinner--refreshing'); } if (el.classList.contains('kt-spinner--refreshing')) { el.classList.remove('kt-spinner--refreshing'); return; } }; var getElementClasses = function (el) { if (typeof el == 'undefined') { return null; } if (typeof el.classList == 'undefined') { return null; } return el.classList.filter(function (cls) { return cls.indexOf('kt-spinner') > -1;
}); }; var recursiveSetClass = function (el, classes, selector) { if (el === undefined) { return; } var elClasses = getElementClasses(el); if (elClasses) { classes = classes.concat(elClasses); } if (selector) { classes = classes.concat(selector); } el.classList.remove('kt-spinner'); for (var cls in classes) { el.classList.add(cls); } };
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Due to changes in how my screenshot program deals with Full Screen programs, I am re-uploading this document. Software: Windows OS Required : 7+ (Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 8.1, Win 10) : 7+ (Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 8.1, Win 10) Adobe Reader 9.0+ Recommended : : No I'm not getting any money for this. I just want people to have these easy ways to make a color
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